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Abstract
Virtualization is a great technology in this era of computer. In the technology of virtualization,
hypervisor is a main component of this technology. A hypervisor is a computer software,
firmware that creates and runs virtual machines. There are two type of hypervisors are used, one
is native hypervisor and another is hosted hypervisor. The type 1 or native hypervisors directly
run on the host’s hardware to control the hardware and to manage guest operating systms. As the
example Oracle VM Server for SPARC, Oracle VM Server for x86, the Citrix XenServer,
Microsoft’s Hyper-V, and VMware ESX/ESXI. On the other side hosted hypervisors run on a
conventional operating system just as other computer programs do. The type-2 hypervisors
abstract guest operating systems from the host operating system. VMware Player, VirtualBox,
VMware Workstation, and QEMU are examples of type-2 hypervisors. Here there is the
comparison between the KVM, Hyper-VESXI and Citrix Xen server hypervisors and on the
basis of performance and load balancing to proof which hypervisor is best.
Introduction
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Cloud computing as a model enables on applications and provides the option to pay as you use
manner demand access to servers, networks, The major benefits of cloud computing are scalable
and flexible infrastructures, reduced implementation and maintenance costs, increased availability
of high performance applications[1]. Virtualization is a technology that divides computing
resources like processor, memory CPU to present many operating environments like software and
hardware partitioning, machine simulation, timesharing and provides Hypervisor using
virtualization technique an infrastructural support to multiple vm above it by virtualizing physical
hardware resources [2].Here hypervisors are categorized into four models like full virtualized
hypervisor, Paravirtualized hypervisor and hybrid hypervisor[3]VMware ESXI hypervisor uses
full virtualization technique as every virtual machine has a virtual processor, RAM, BIOS and an
emulated PC infrastructure. The total hardware for the virtual machines is emulated by the ESXI
kernel to give near native performance. Microsoft Hyper-V uses full virtualization technique and
every virtual machine has a virtual Processor, Disk and BIOS. Citrix XenServer uses Paravirtualization technique which involves explicitly modifying the operating system[17].
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KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) is an open-source hypervisor which uses full
virtualization.Apart from VMware and also as a kernel driver added into Linux. thus. This paper
is to evaluate the performance of latest four hypervisors VMware ESXI 6.0, Microsoft HyperV2012,CitrixXen Server 6.0 and KVM for system information use SIGAR [4] and system
workloads in the private cloud environment usePassmarkrespectively[5]. The private cloud is
created using cloud computing software Cloudstack[6] which support multiple hypervisors. Based
on the evaluated performances with the help of Cloudstack and other software like Passmark and
SIGAR this paper recommends best suited hypervisors for private cloud.

Related Work
This work has been divided into following three phases:
In the first phase the research which are studied uses various methods and standards for
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evaluation of hypervisors. ‘A Performance Comparison of Hypervisors’ by VMware conducts
different performance tests to the performance of hypervisors like ESXI [13]Xen, Hyper-V,KVM
[15-16] .On the other hand Xen performance Comparison of Commercial Hypervisors’ paper by
XenSource also conducts same performance.Microsoft conduct so many test, white papers and
many experiment to test Hyper-Vcomparison with other hypervisors .

In the second phase the research uses standard benchmarks related with consolidated workloads.
‘Benchmark Overview – vServCon’ a whitepaper by Fujitsu PRIMERGY [17]Servers talks about
‘vServCon’ benchmark which was developed for their internal purpose to measure and assess
performance of virtualized servers. According to them vServCon is not a new benchmark but a
framework to check and evaluated workloads.

In the third phase different tools are used to evaluate the hypervisors performance. Different
hypervisors such as XEN,Hyper-V, KVM and VMware ESXI [18-22] performances have been
evaluated to measure the virtualization with different experiments and toolkits. Menon used a
toolkit called Xenoprof) to evaluate the performance of various hypervisors
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Hypervisor Models

The hypervisors used in the experiment are briefly described along with their virtualization
techniques.
i.

Para VirtualizedHypervisor:Xen hypervisor uses para-virtualization technique. Paravirtualization modifies the guest operating system[7]. XenServer provide a good virtual
infrastructure that gives the flexibility, and the tools needed to move desktops,
applications and servers from a physical to a virtual environment[8] .XenServer
hypervisor

completely

negates

virtualization

overhead

gives

near

native

applicationperformance.

ii.

Full Virtualized Hypervisor: ESXI Server - VMware ESXI 6.0 is a Hypervisor designed
for full and server virtualization environments live migration of VM using VM [9].
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VMware ESXI6.0 supports full virtualization So there is an extra level of mapping is in
the page Table. The virtual pages are mapped to physical pages throughout the guest
operating system‘s page Table. The Hypervisor then translates the physical page to the
machine page, which ultimately is the right page in physical memory. It helps the ESXI
server to manage the system performance[10].MicrosoftHyper-V hypervisor[11] support
full virtualization .It manage and supportoperating system like linux, Mac, Window etc.

iii.

Hybrid Model: KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) is Hybrid Hypervisor which
supports both full and virtualization .KVM use advantages of the standard Linux kernel
thus depicting hybrid model hypervisor .KVM introduces the new virtualization
capability for the similar kernel and user modes of Linux with a new process mode
named guest, which has its own kernel and user modes for code execution of guest
operating systems [12]. KVM manages guest Operating systems with commands and like
Kill and/dev/kvm. User-space takes charge of I/O operation‘s virtualization. KVM
provides a good mechanism ofvirtualization.
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Experiment Work
The virtual machine Windows 2012 is installed on each hypervisors and by using SIGAR system
information performance is gathered and system workloads performance evaluated in detail
using Passmark.After the Windows VM is installed on all four hypervisors, CPU, Memory, Disk
I/O and Network performances are measured using SIGAR Framework. SIGAR (System
Information Gatherer and Reporter) is a platform independent tool for accessing system
level information in Java and other programming languages. Passmark, a synthetic suite of
benchmarks intended to isolate various aspects of system performance, was selected to represent
system workloads. For evaluation of systemworkloads Like Memory, CPU, Disk I/O and
Network performances are evaluated using Passmark software. After evaluating hypervisors
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performance with both system information and system workloads, that recommends best
hypervisors for respective work. Using Cloudstack create a virtual private environment and
tested the performance of the hypervisors.

Result

After the experiment of the hypervisorPASSMARK using Cloudstack provide the result of the
performance of all hypervisors. Memory performance of the hypervisors is shown in table 1 and
network performance of the hypervisorsis shown in table 2.

Table 1: Memory Performance of the Hypervisors

Table 2: Network Performance of the Hypervisors
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The CPU perfomance of the four hpyervisor in the experiment is shown in table 3.

Table 3: CPUPerformance of the Hypervisors
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According to the result of the Cloudstack experiment the performance of the exsi hypervisor is
better than other hypervisor.But memory and network performance of the Hyper-V and
kvmisalso good.

Conclusion

In this paper is to evaluate the performance of four hypervisors, VmwareESXI Server,
XenServer,Hyper-V and KVM for system informationgathering use SIGAR and for system
workloadsinfomation using Passmarksofware in the cloud environment. Cloudstack is used to
create a private cloud. The whole experiment setup is ready, system information is gathered
using SIGAR to compare the performance of fourhypervisors. Among four hypervisors, for
system information, VmwareESXI shows much better performance in available CPU, available
memory, disk I/O device and network performance compare to other two hypervisors. KVM
needs to improve in all sections like network,CPUand memory. For system workloads Passmark
is used to evaluate four hypervisors performance. Among four hypervisors, for system
workloads, VmwaeESXI shows better performance in Network mark, and CPU performance
compare to other two hypervisors. Hyper-V show good performance in cpu memory and network
as compare KVM and XenserverXenServer shows better performance in memory mark, and disk
I/O performance compare to other two hypervisors like Hyper-V and ESXI. KVM(Kernal Based
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Virtual Machine)needs to improve in all four system resources performance for better efficiency
and performance. The ESXIhypervisior’s performance better than other three hypervisors.
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